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Sec on A
Answer any 10 (2 marks each)

1. What is Ga erman-Koch reac on? Give an example.
2. Jus fy the following reac ons.

3. CH CH=CHCl is very unreac ve towards nucleophiles. Provide an explana on
4. Name the reac on. Give the reagent used for the conversion

5. How is E-alkene synthesized by Peterson olefina on reac on?
6. Explain Wagner-Meerwein rearrangement.
7. What do you mean by benzynes?
8. Name the reac on and give the reagent used for the conversion.

9. Draw the product predic ng the stereochemistry

10. How will you complete the following reac on? Explain.

11. Predict the major product in the reac on given below. Ra onalise your answer.
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12. How do you bring about the following reac on? Explain.

13. How can the following molecule be synthesized by Diels Alder reac on?

Sec on B
Answer any 3 (5 marks each)

14. Why PhC(CH ) CH Cl undergoes solvoly c rearrangement thousands of mes faster than
neopentyl chloride? Explain with mechanism?

15. Give an account of carbenes, their classifica on and stability.
16. Explain Hoffmann rearrangement with mechanism. Give any one synthe c applica on.
17. Explain M bius–H ckel treatment for analyzing cyclisa on reac ons.
18. Discuss in detail the importance of Click Chemistry taking any two examples.

Sec on C
Answer any 2 (5 marks each)

19. Give a method for the following conversion. Explain the reac on with the mechanism.

20. Complete the following sequence

21. Star ng with cyclohexene and using any other needed reagent outline the synthesis of 7,7-
dibromobicyclo [4.1.0]heptane.

22. Complete the following reac on sequence. Ra onalise your answer

                                                                                                                                                           (5 x 2 = 10)
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Sec on D
Answer any 2 (15 marks each)

23. Discuss the mechanism of electrophilic addi on to a carbon- carbon double bond. Draw the
energy profile diagram for this reac on and prove that the addi on of the electrophile is the rate
determining step? Illustrate that the addi on to carbon-carbon double bonds are mostly
electrophilic in nature?

24. Discuss the mechanism of any five reac ons involving carboca on as an intermediate.
25. Give the mechanism of the following radical reac ons.

26. Write a detailed account of pyroly c elimina ons taking any four such reac ons.
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